
Command Center™ technology by Potentia Analytics™ is a centralized operational control room. The place

where any internal or external data that can influence hospital flow, comes together from different sources

for the benefit of your organization. A command center can be visualized as a data wall in a virtual

environment or physically as a data wall on multiple large monitors. Appropriately used, machines can

significantly augment the depth and speed of the decisions we make. 

Speed up the transformation of data into wisdom. Perform demand-driven, data-guided, resource

allocation with simulation and optimization capabilities, leveraging properly designed machines to help

you get the most of your organization resources. Accelerate time-to insights with customizable BI

solutions and visual analytics. 

Maximize productivity

Improve satisfaction

Scale to any size Real-time alerts and operational dashboardsMonetize data inventory

Streamline operations Data tracking and reporting

Reduce costs

Automate insight generation Improve communication & redundancies

Align system-wide strategies Improve enterprise visibility

Cloud Based
SaaS
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A Command Center™ is powered by BernoulliAI's™ engine which employs Artificial

Intelligence, Machine Learning/Deep Learning and Predictive Analytics as a part of a

coordinated approach to support optimal delivery of patient care. 

The proprietary algorithms utilize information collected to predict future outcomes, based on

the metrics available, in a visual way. With your analytics fed into Command Center data walls,

you enable interventions though predictive models, create "What-if" scenarios with staffing

and flow with immediate results, reduce bottlenecks and expedite access to patient care. 

How Well do we
visualize Patient
Flow?

Command Centers help us see a system in the context of
the greater society and environment to instill a culture of
continuous improvement. We have achieved prediction
accuracies of over 80%. Our clients are building command
center rooms designed around our technology.


